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Introduction
The journey and upward trajectory of British
cycling is well documented. In the span of
8 years the Team GB gold medal haul rose
from 2 in Athens to 8 in London. 2004 had
been the best result since 1908 and yet
improved performance continued with 8
golds each at the 2008 and 2012 Olympics,
and 6 in the 2016 games in Rio. Similarly,
British performance at the Tour de France,
with the first win ever in 2012, followed by
wins in 2013, 2015, 2016 and in 2017.
So, what had changed?
A philosophy of ‘marginal gains’ was given
to be a major factor in the improvements
made and sustained.

Sir David Brailsford said: "It’s important to
understand the ‘aggregation of marginal
gains’. Put simply, how small improvements
in a number of different aspects of what
we do can have a huge impact to the
overall performance of the team... If you
break everything down involved with riding
a bike, and improve it by 1%, there is a
significant increase when you put them all
together.”
A similar approach can also be applied to
selling and improving the effectiveness of
sales teams.
We aren’t suggesting that you need to begin
analysing the fitness levels, psychology and
nutrition of your sales people, although that
might make a great case study.
In this paper, we would like to show how
sales is about hiring people with the right
skills and behaviours, then developing them
further.
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Sales Increase Framework
Whether you have a new or existing
business there are a number of variables
in the lifecycle of a sale that need to be
measured and reviewed effectively. These all
can have a big impact on business results.

Let’s suppose that you are asked by your
business owner, investors or shareholders
to significantly increase sales in the next
12 months. What could be done with the
variables in the lifecycle of a sale to work
towards hitting this target?

There are a number of variables around the lifecycle of a sale:

£Sales Value
Per Year

The objective is to make £sales/year as big as possible!
At the end of the year, the salesperson is trying to make £Sales/Year as big as possible.

Would you say that:

£Sales Value
Per Year

=

Size of Sale
per Contract

x

Contracts
from Quotes

To increase sales go for bigger or more contracts!
But, is every bid or quote that is submitted won?
In other words, if you wanted to double
your sales you have a choice. You could
go for bigger sales or more sales. That’s it.
There is no other way to do it.

Actually, it’s not that easy because we don’t
win every sale we bid for. So, Contracts
from Quotes can be split into two parts.

Continued...
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Or would you say:

£Sales Value
Per Year

=

Size of Sale
per Contract

x

Contracts
from Quotes

x

Quotes from
Approaches

Go for bigger contracts, get a better win rate or work harder!
Not so easy? So does every approach get a quote?
In other words, if you want to increase your
sales you have a choice.
• You can go for bigger sales if you can 		
find them. (£Sales/Contracts)
• You can get a better hit rate on the sales
you go for (Contracts/Quotes)
• Or you can work harder i.e. quote more 		
frequently.

That’s it. There is no other way to do it.
Actually it’s not that easy because not
everyone you approach is interested in a
quote. So Quotes from Approaches can be
split into two parts.

So do you have a nose for business?

£Sales Value
Per Year

=

Size of Sale
per Contract

x

Contracts
from Quotes

x

Quotes from
Approaches

x

Approaches
per Year

Which sounds better?

Hit the right doors or Peddle harder
Which of the variables is most amenable to change for you?
Hang on, what do we mean by Quotes/
Approaches? It means we knock on 100 doors
and 90 of them say, “Thank goodness you’ve
arrived” not 3. We have a nose for where the
business is in the first place.
In other words, if you want to increase your
sales you have a choice.
• You can go for bigger sales if you can find them
• You can get a better hit rate on the sales 		
you go for
• Get a better Quotes from Approaches ratio
• Or you can make more approaches
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That’s it. There is no other way to do it.
In any sales environment, some salespeople
do better than others. Their £Sales/Year is
higher than their colleagues. That means that
they are better than their colleagues in one or
more of these areas.
• They are winning bigger sales
• Or they a have a very high hit rate on the 		
ones they do go for
• Or they have found some rich seam that 		
they are exploiting, everyone they meet is
interested in buying
• Or they are doing an enormous amount of
prospecting.
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£Sales/
Contracts

x

Size of
Contract

Contract/
Quotes

x

Quotes/
Approach

x

Nose for
Business

Hit Rate

Approach/
Year

Activity

The four variables to make sales as big as possible

Skills to
improve Ratio

Size of Sale
per Contract

Contracts
from Quotes

Quotes from
Approaches

The Quantity
of Activity

The Quality of Activity

• Select better
quality
• Qualify out of
poor sales

• Qualification

Approaches
per Year

• Commitments

• Territory
Research &
Segmentation

• Salesmanship

• Need creation

• Marketing

• Giving
evidence

• Social Media

• Believe in your
price

• Enthusiasm
• Prospecting

Successful Mathematics of Selling depends on applying some of the
essential skills of selling

There needs to be a combination of not just
the quantity of activity but also the quality of
activity throughout the process to have an
impact on results.
• Selling is a process
• The process is based on best practice 		
and underpinned by skills and behaviours
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• There is a significant impact when you 		
manage the process effectively and apply
the right skills and behaviours
• The quality of the process is more 		
important than the quantity
• Results can be dramatic.
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Factors Affecting the Four Variables
Approaches per Year
The number of approaches a salesperson
makes in a year is governed by their energy
and enthusiasm, together with mechanisms
for calling on the right people at the right
time. This is probably the hardest way to
increase business. When someone is new
to sales, this area is the one they tend to
concentrate on. There is lots of activity –
but it is all quantity and little quality.

Quotes from Approaches
The number of quotes resulting from the
approaches depends very much on seeing
that effective research has been carried out
to ensure that you are indeed calling on the
right people.
Once in contact with that person or
people, skills in need creation come into
play. The prospect may or may not have
articulated their needs. If they have, there
are opportunities to expand them. If they
have not, then the full set of need creation
skills are applied.
Once the prospect’s needs are established,
you are in a position to give evidence
that proves you can do the job through
references, demonstrations, pilots and the
like, depending on the nature of the business.
As salespeople get more experienced, they
seek out markets where sales are more
likely. They capitalise on previous success.
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Contracts from Quotes
Continuing the sale to win the business
or deciding not to continue is down to
qualification. You need to qualify the
opportunity against a set of criteria that
show that it is winnable and worth the
cost and effort of proceeding. Gaining
commitments i.e. actions from the
customer to progress the sale, are a major
part of qualification – they are two sides of
the same coin.
As experience increases, the number of
sales they lose frustrates salespeople.
Eventually they realise that some sales
can never be won! The best thing to do is
withdraw from them altogether.
All buying decisions have political aspects.
Knowing how to manage the politics that
surround the opportunity is also a very
important skill to grasp.

Size of Sale per Contract
We make bigger sales by talking to big
organisations. Once we have learned how
to sell, the best way to increase your results
is to go for bigger deals. Doubling the size
of the average contract doubles sales with
no extra effort or skill.
The most experienced salespeople learn
how to find bigger opportunities. Pursue
higher quality opportunities and qualify out
of the poorer quality or smaller sales. When
it comes to closing the business, belief in
your price can avoid giving too much away.
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Best of the Best
Underpinning all aspects of the sale is
having an effective sales process, based on
your best performers, documented, and
taught to all, so that the whole sales team is
in a position to replicate the best of the best
in your business.

The Aggregation of Marginal Improvements
We now share with you a simple table that
shows how small improvements to four key
variables bring about a significant positive
impact on the sales cycle.
These variables are:
• The size of the sale - revenue and profit
• The number of contracts per quote or 		
proposal - hit rate
• The number of quotes or proposals per 		
approach - nose for business
• The number of approaches - activity levels.
We show for each stage of the process the
skills and behaviours that underpin what
the top performers are doing and how this
feeds into overall sales performance.

The table below illustrates the dramatic improvements that can be made with relatively
small increases in the variables.
Key Ratios

Current

Activity Commentary

Proposed

Approaches
per Year

500

Level of submissions not always in our
control, so leave this unchanged

500

Quotes from
Approaches

1 in 10

Filter out and work on better approaches
through improved research and enhanced
need creation skills

1 in 8

Contracts
from Quotes

1 in 5

Improve win ratio to 1 in 4 through better
qualification, still allowing for lost business.

1 in 4

Size of Sale
per Contract

£20,000

Increase average value by just 5% through
more effectively targeting effort to better
quality projects

£21,000

Sales Value
per Year

£200,000

A 64% improvement is achieved by
generating incremental improvements in
each area

£328,125
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Summary
Selling is not a problem it’s a process.
When it’s not a process, it’s a problem.
The messages throughout highlight that:
• The quality of your selling process 		
governs the quantity of your sales
• The quality of selling skills governs the 		
quantity of your leads and conversions

Improving the quality of the sales process,
how this process is managed and giving sales
people the right skills and behaviours delivers
increases in sales velocity and results.
You win more sales, win bigger sales, win
more profitable sales and win them more
quickly.

• The quality of your sales management 		
governs the quantity of the business you
write
• Higher quality results in improved revenues,
reduced costs and increased profit.
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Last Word
The aggregation of marginal improvements
and replication of the best of the best
brought Olympic medals and Tour de
France victories for British cyclists.
A very similar approach can also bring about
breakthrough performance improvements
in sales.

What would have the biggest impact for
your business?
Try it for yourself. Work through the table
below using your own view of what you
believe is possible and see what kind
of impact you can make through an
aggregation of marginal improvements.

But be aware that unlike in competitive sport,
there are no silver or bronze medals in sales.
Coming 2nd or 3rd is just the first of the
losers.
So if you are competing for a sale it is all
about being the first past the winning post.

Key Ratios

Current

Activity Commentary

Approaches
per Year

Level of submissions not always in our
control, so leave this unchanged

Proposals from
Approaches

Filter out and work on better approaches
through improved research and enhanced
need creation skills

Contracts from
Proposals

Improve win ratio through better
qualification, still allowing for lost business.

Size of Sale
per Contract

Increase average value by just X% through
more effectively targeting effort to better
quality projects

Sales Value
per Year

A XX% improvement is achieved by
generating incremental improvements in
each area
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Contact Us
We trust you found this white paper thought
provoking.

If you want your sales leaders, managers and
teams to enjoy the benefits we’ve described,
and would like to learn more:
Email us at:
sales@advancetm.com

		 Advanced Selling Skills Academy
		@commitmentsales

Call us on:
+44 (0) 113 823 2877

		 Advanced Selling Skills Academy

We look forward to hearing from you.

www.commitmentbasedselling.com
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